La Laiterie
artefact prl - Main Venue

Backdrop truss 12m

Main truss
10.50 x 5.20m

Front truss

Floor

Control:
GrandMA II Light
Dimmers: 84 x 3kw
ADB Memopack
Hazer MDG Max 3000 + AF1 Fan

12 x Martin Mac Quantum Spot
12 x Martin Mac Aura Wash
7 x Martin / Rush MH 6 Wash

6 x Martin Atomic 3000
8 x Sunstrip 10 ch mode
12 x Blinder 1Kw

12 x Source 4 Zoom 15°/30°
CP50 VNSP
CP 61 NSP
CP62 MFL

+ Spare PARS CP61 & CP62

Contact:
olivier@artefact.org
La Laiterie

conventional & FX $\rightarrow$ DMX 1
artefact prl - Main Venue

Backdrop truss 12m
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Main truss
10,50 x 5,20m

Front Wash 1 = 61 + 62 + 63; Front Wash 2 = 64 + 65 + 66

Front truss
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12 x Source 4
Zoom 15°/30°

CP50
VNSP

CP 51
NSP

CP62
MFL

ACL

12 x Blinder
1Kw

8 x Sunstrip
10 ch mode
starting @ 1.387

6 x Martin
Atomic 3000
4 ch mode
starting @ 1.355

+ Spare PARS CP61 & CP62